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Introduction

2020 has slipped away. It came quietly as any other year. But early on it started showing

its face, and since then we have been covering our face. Invisible to the eyes, this particular

strain of the Corona Virus known as Covid-19, has taken lives and livelihoods at a massive

scale. Unlike wars, natural calamities or famines, which inflict damage in a particular

geography or region, Covid-19 has been wronging human beings at a broad scale

throughout the world.

As bleak as this sounds, it was offset by the world’s development of a vaccine in record

time and a coordinated response that although imperfect, somehow brought us together.

As investors in new technologies, we feel bullish about humanitie’s ability to move

beyond. As the various vaccines are rolled out, we are all expecting that they will bring us

back to the world we knew before Covid became a household name. Vaccines, however

effective, are not a magic wand and we can’t wish this away. The year 2020 will leave a

long-lasting mark on the way we live and engage with each other for years to come.

At its face value, Covid is just a virus. Because of its ease of transmission and its severe

health consequences, many aspects of our lives have been significantly altered and perhaps

irrevocably changed. In the minds of this generation of people, how we do things, how and

where we eat, how we relate to people, how and how often we travel, how we occupy and

move about in public spaces, have changed and will further alter the way that humans live,

interact and transact everywhere.

As investors, we have successfully navigated this new reality and its direct effects on the

world economy. We have witnessed the adverse effects on businesses that have been slow

to change and adapt, just as we have also seen firsthand the tremendous opportunity

reaped by businesses that have been well positioned and have pivoted quickly, creating

new possibilities for growth. The economic opportunities that either have been created or

accelerated by this pandemic, are being monetized by companies that have adapted to

these immediate and longer-lasting changes.

What seems clear to us as investors is that businesses that have not the learned the lessons

that 2020 came to teach us, early in 2021 and beyond, they will be quickly reminded. Not

all businesses have reacted the same to this new reality. In fact, only a few companies have

shifted their businesses fast enough, let alone transformed their business models to adapt

to the Covid world. This inevitably means that there will be larger dispersions of corporate

returns and a need to find and allocate capital to active managers talented enough to find

and invest in those nimble post-Covid companies. In plain language, active managers

investing in innovative businesses are best positioned to benefit from this new economic

environment.
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KEY THEMES FOR 2021 AND BEYOND

Our role is to remain disciplined as evident by our record returns in the face of great 

uncertainty. We believe that to discover value, one must invest where the puck is going, 

not where it has been in the past. Below we highlight key areas where Avory either has 

sought or is seeking investment opportunities for the next decade. These innovation blocks 

were core to our idea sourcing and investment framework before the pandemic.  The 

engines of the various innovation blocks below, such as digital work, commerce evolution, 

financial revolution, future of health and education, were significantly accelerated over the 

last year.  

AUTOMATION

INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT

DIGITIAL WORK

FINANCIAL REVOLUTION

FUTURE OF HEALTH

FUTURE OF EDUCATION

FUTURE OF MOBILITY

FUTURE OF COMPUTING

BETTER WORLD

COMMERCE EVOLUTION

No-code, Workflow, AI, Micro Robotics, Dark Data

E-sports, cloud gaming, cord cutting, betting, VR, AR

Freelance, passion economy, productivity, hardware 

Digital banking, crypto, liquidity providers, platforms

Medication, connected health, automation, tele-health

Unbundle, freemium, network platforms, re-skills

Micro mobility, as a service, platforms, electric, solar

Database, edge, cloud, networking, serverless

Health and wellness, management technology, HR.

Social commerce, marketplace platforms, Live, logistics

INNOVATION BLOCKS INVESTMENT LANDSCAPE
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“The pessimist complains about the wind. The optimist expects it to 

change. The leader adjusts the sails. ”

Throughout 2020, human discipline and flexibility was tested.  A key question to ponder 

as investors is, “what did you learn?”, and “what lesson can you apply for 2021 and 

beyond?” We wanted to share our findings, as well as revisit our core principles within the 

context of company examples. 

John Maxwell

KNOWING WHAT YOU OWN AND WHY YOU OWN IT

This was probably the single most important investment guideline in 2020 as the fog of 

uncertainty hit extreme levels in mid-March. Leading into the pandemic, “knowing what 

we own and why we own it,” which happens to be one of the key premises of our 

investment framework, was the difference between panic selling and rational decision 

making. 

Our thorough and ongoing analysis and research on our portfolio companies, allowed us 

to mitigate material loss of capital.  This deep knowledge, which goes beyond the 

portfolio and includes numerous other great businesses, allowed us to take advantage of 

lower valuation high-quality companies, resulting from irrational selling provoked by fear.   

It was knowing the businesses, as well as a complete understanding of the investment 

rationale for each one of the companies that served us best. 

At Avory, this principle was tested. Take Square for example, a top holding for years and 

one of our top holdings heading into the COVID crisis. The implications for Square 

seemed dire at first glance as physical retailers using the Square point of sale were 

unequivocally going to struggle. However, those who actively research the company knew 

that Square had a pristine balance sheet reinforced by a $1B capital raise on March 2nd. 

The point-of-sale market was still in the early innings of going from legacy to 21st-

century technology. This meant a quicker displacement of legacy with Square well-

positioned given its financial strength and diversified customer base. This was not the 

same circumstance for a competitor like Toast, which laid off 50% of its workforce in April. 

Square's software and entrepreneurial driven culture allowed the company to create new 

products like curbside pickup, ignite Cash App usage through a well-designed Payroll 

Protection Program, and sign-up new customers that were in dire need of digitizing their 

stores with Square Online. This type of execution from Square is nothing new and 

somewhat predictable to long-standing researchers of the company. 
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Now, making assumptions on 

Square’s potential is one thing, but 

tracking it in real time provides the 

data required to create conviction. 

Here is a chart we showed in Q2 as 

Cash App usage soared and app 

downloads hit record levels. Despite a 

large segment of Square customers 

struggling, Square’s fundamentals 

were drastically improving. This could 

be said for another one of our top 

holdings in 2020 PayPal.

35M

18M

11M

6M

5M

5M

4M

4M

3M

PayPal

Cash App

Venmo

Robinhood

Credit Karma

Zelle

TurboTax

FreshEBT

Stash

Downloads from February to June 2020

MANAGEMENT MATTERS WHEN YOU NEED THEM THE MOST

Warren Buffet once said that “I invest in companies an idiot could run because one day 

one will”.  For years this belief from the world’s most famous investor, led the broader 

market to assign less weight to management quality.  2020 brought the investment focus 

back to the quality of management, given that it was the CEOs and their executive teams 

decisions and execution, that proved to be the most critical part of any business during 

the year. The current and future outcomes of many of these businesses will be directly 

related to the decisions management made in the roughly 60 days of March and April. 

Let's look through some examples. 

PAYCOM
We acquired shares of Paycom in mid-March as the pandemic left payroll providers down 

nearly 40-60% in a couple short weeks. Chad Richison, Paycom's founder and CEO 

revamped his sales approach to complete internal sales. This company has historically 

been a boot on the ground sales culture. This shift led to shorter sales cycles, record 

pipeline, and lower cost of customer acquisition. The management team adapted quickly

and their real-time changes are now permanent fixes in the business. 

ALPHABET
Alphabet (Google) was another purchase in mid-March as the pandemic crushed ad 

budgets. The company reorganized and leaned into its productivity suite to capture a 

meaningful share of the collaboration market. The quick pivot to product expansion and 

user-interface modifications allowed Google to end the year with 4 of the top 9 most 

downloaded productivity apps. 
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CAPRI HOLDINGS
John Idol, was amongst the most nimble and resilient CEOs in 2020.  Capri, as most of the  

retail sector, faced various challenges; 1) Supply disruptions in their leather goods as a 

result of the large impact covid had on Italy, 2)  Dwindling demand  as brick and mortar

locations were forced to shut down globally and 3) Debt due in December of 2020.  John 

acted quickly and reduced his cost base through global furloughs, delayed reopenings, 

turned to social selling and clienteling, was able to refinance all the debt in 2020 and 

pushed it out multiple years, along with getting their three brands, Jimmy Choo, Versace, 

and Michael Kors to positive or mid negative single-digit comparable sales by August. 

Coming out of Covid Capri is a leaner business. Versace is realizing positive sales, and they 

now expect 2020 to be a profitable year. We believe that this type of management 

execution can and should totally transform the narrative around this company for many 

years to come. 

HOW THE WORLD HAS CHANGED

We believe that Covid has permanently transformed the way that we work as well as 

productivity output. 

HYBRID WORK
The work week as we knew it has and will continue to change.  

Employers have been experimenting with this for decades, however productivity data was 

not very supportive. Yet, COVID-19 accelerated the trend to work from home and forced 

many companies to improve their communication and technology and support greater 

productivity. This new demand for work from home created a supply of productivity tools 

that we did not have in the past. Also, best practices are now being circulated across 

organizations. Net-net, we think this is a big positive for people and organizations. 

1. Employment: The pool of intellectual capital grows as employees can be sourced 

from anywhere. Also, this could lead to an eventual tighter labor supply than we ever 

thought was possible. 

2. Productivity Measurement: Connected tools allow for companies to measure 

productivity more actively than ever before. 

3. Physical is More Important than Ever: Human nature still requires physical 

relationships. How companies use physical environments will vary based on industry. 

High valued end products will likely require physical space, while lower value and 

high volume will not. The office will probably look like the retail world, where the best 

model is omnichannel, and the companies that can integrate physical with digital will 

prosper. This concept also leads to interesting investment opportunities. 
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EDUCATION EXPOSED
For years we have expressed our concern regarding the amount of physical space within 

most education systems. Universities continue to add amenities despite physical university 

infrastructures being utilized as low as 26% (NACUBO) of the time. As education shifts to a 

digital toolbox, we think the popular omnichannel approach will win out again. While 

digital-only is not suitable for building human connection and personal networks, we 

believe that COVID may have sparked the educational system's necessary unbundling

HEALTH CARE EXPOSED
2020 was a year of health in many ways. We witnessed how effort and financing can solve 

real problems like creating a vaccine in record time. Also, we learned where we must 

improve. Health systems lack monitoring and tracking tools, inventory identification is low, 

and communication equipment needs to be enhanced. Technology can meet many of 

these challenges, and we are honing in on specific companies solving real problems. 

OTHERS
We will be sharing many more themes and insights in 2021. Make sure to sign up to our 

YouTube Channel here, or our podcast here (Apple, Spotify).

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoH5VGd5wqfcR0v9z63uZhA
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/inside-scoop/id1504555573?ign-mpt=uo%3D4
https://open.spotify.com/show/3A8acTyfhhxpUFoFLEKeMJ
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CEO of Paychex on Recent Employment Trends (December 2020)

“We have not yet experienced any deterioration related to recent surges in COVID-19 
cases across the country, but we continue to monitor trends closely, especially as new 
restrictions are being implemented in many states.”

What we are hearing from the field…

Zillow Research, on Housing in 2021

“In 2021, those that may have left cities temporarily during the pandemic will likely 
return as a vaccine becomes more widely available and local economies begin to open 
up again. “

Steven David, University of Chicago on Work From Home

“On average, workers and employers have been pleasantly surprised by productivity 
when working from home,” 

Steve Sadove, Mastercard on Spending Trends

“American consumers turned the holiday season on its head, redefining ‘home for the 
holidays’ in a uniquely 2020 way. They shopped from home for the home, leading to 
record e-commerce growth,” 

Lisa Carlson, American Public Health Association on Mental Health in 2021

Focusing "on the basics to get sleep, to eat healthy meals, to move throughout the day, 
to spend time with pets and loved ones" are going to be critically important, she 
added. "Taking care of ourselves and each other should be everybody's focus as we go 
into 2021."
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HOLDING DISCUSSION
MOHAWK GROUP (MWK)
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WHY WE OWN IT | SUMMARY

MOHAWK GROUP (MWK)

We believe that Mohawk is today where Amazon was during the early days of Amazon AWS. Mohawk is 

quietly becoming a leading consumer products company that currently sells mostly on the Amazon 

platform. With 11 brands and over 280 product SKU’s, Mohawk is on pace for a record 2021 of around 

$300m in annual sales. The company uses data from multiple sources, including Amazon, where most of its 

sales come from, along with other third-party sources. Their strategy is straightforward: find categories 

where there is no clear leader, improve the product by addressing pain points in negative reviews, and 

automate marketing and logistics to become the leading seller within the category. The goal is to do this 

across categories, internationally and even on other marketplace platforms.

This is a unique moment for Mohawk as it can move faster than traditional sellers (e.g., Whirlpool, P&G) and 

has the resources to move smarter than single-product marketplace sellers. Other firms such as Thrasio are 

waking up to the fact that Amazon is a platform to build on, much like AWS. According to Marketplace 

Pulse, Amazon’s marketplace sold an estimated $295B worth of products in 2020, up by nearly $95B in 2019. 

This is expected to top almost $500B in the next five years. Combine this with an efficient business model 

that benefits from top-line growth as fixed costs get scaled, and a growing product portfolio that reduces 

single product or category risk, and the story gets exciting. This means Mohawk is increasing its share in a 

growing marketplace and growing its margin profile on each subsequent product launch or acquisition. This 

is our formula for a perpetual growth story in the making. What is 2% of a $500B marketplace? A lot.

Another unique part of Mohawk’s story that is rarely discussed is its small market cap. At around $400m a 

market cap, the pool of investors are limited. As it continues to grow durable sales, and assuming a 1-5x 

sales multiple, the company will likely unlock new cohorts of potential investors. We suspect $300m–$500m 

in sales is the tipping point for $1B funds to access it with starter positions.

Management

Yaniv Sarig. Strong visionary. See our 

YouTube video to hear him speak further. 

Market Growth

New categories organic and acquisition. International 

expansion. Natural marketplace growth. SAAS potential.

Market Share

Highly fragmented. market Organic and/ or 

accretive  acquisitions. 

Margin Capabilities

Growing contribution margin targets as skills improve 

and product moats increase. 

Margin of Safety

Valued remains muted at 1-2x sales with 80% 

success on 10-20% contribution margins. 

Moat

Each product carries its own moat. Combined creates a 

platform of fragmented moats. Digital version of 

physical real estate. 

SEE FULL RESEARCH MEMO IN APPENDIX
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VIRTUAL REALITY SEEING A BIG STEP UP IN DEMAND

Over the course of the holidays we remained diligent on using data to tell us clear stories. 

One of the clearest trends was the shear demand for Facebook’s VR platform Oculus. We 

witnessed spiking search trends and back orders going 30 days for products. This may not 

be “the” year, but we are inching towards it. 
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CONCLUSION

We look for 2021 to be a resilient year where established companies and entrepreneurs 

create solutions to help overcome the impacts of COVID-19 on society and companies. 

We are optimistic about the year ahead as many of our core innovation blocks are in the 

early stages of their lifecycle. We believe that automation will be adopted across multiple 

industries and geographies, leading to new use cases and efficiencies.  We are already 

seeing the health care industry embracing the unfortunate lessons of COVID as a 

launching pad to transform the industry for the better. We are hopeful that the education 

system will realize the inefficiencies of legacy models and think bigger about how 

technology and teachers can coexist to inspire our youth. While these times have been 

incredibly tough for many, we believe that this can be a moment for a significant rethink. 

As investors, we see plenty of investment opportunities ahead.  While we are always 

focused in the day-to-day of our businesses, we nevertheless look for the longer-term 

business trends that create the opportunities of the future, with a focus on sourcing 

unique ideas led by exceptional teams. 

We wish everyone a healthy and happy 2021 and beyond!
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WHY WE OWN IT | SUMMARY

MOHAWK GROUP (MWK)

We believe that we are currently in the early days of a similar story to what unfolded in Amazon AWS. 

Mohawk is quietly becoming a leading consumer products company that currently sells mostly on the 

Amazon platform. With 11 brands and over 280 product SKU’s, Mohawk is on pace for a record 2021 of 

around $300m in annual sales. The company uses data from multiple sources, including Amazon, where 

most of its sales come from, along with other third-party sources. Their strategy is straightforward: find 

categories where there is no clear leader, improve the product by addressing pain points in negative reviews, 

and automate marketing and logistics to become the leading seller within the category.  The goal is to do 

this across categories, internationally and even on other marketplace platforms.

This is a unique moment for Mohawk as it can move faster than traditional sellers (e.g., Whirlpool, P&G) and 

has the resources to move smarter than single-product marketplace sellers. Other firms such as Thrasio are 

waking up to the fact that Amazon is a platform to build on, much like AWS. According to Marketplace 

Pulse, Amazon’s marketplace sold an estimated $295B worth of products in 2020, up by nearly $95B in 2019. 

This is expected to top almost $500B in the next five years. Combine this with an efficient business model 

that benefits from top-line growth as fixed costs get scaled, and a growing product portfolio that reduces 

single product or category risk, and the story gets exciting. This means Mohawk is increasing its share in a 

growing marketplace and growing its margin profile on each subsequent product launch or acquisition. This 

is our formula for a perpetual growth story in the making. What is 2% of a $500B marketplace? A lot.

Another unique part of Mohawk’s story that is rarely discussed is its small market cap. At around $400m a 

market cap, the pool of investors are limited. As it continues to grow durable sales, and assuming a 1-5x 

sales multiple, the company will likely unlock new cohorts of potential investors. We suspect $300m–$500m 

in sales is the tipping point for $1B funds to access it with starter positions.

Management

Yaniv Sarig. Strong visionary. See our 

YouTube video to hear him speak further. 

Market Growth

New categories organic and acquisition. International 

expansion. Natural marketplace growth. SAAS potential.

Market Share

Highly fragmented. market Organic and/ or 

accretive  acquisitions. 

Margin Capabilities

Growing contribution margin targets as skills improve 

and product moats increase. 

Margin of Safety

Valued remains muted at 1-2x sales with 80% 

success on 10-20% contribution margins. 

Moat

Each product carries its own moat. Combined creates a 

platform of fragmented moats. Digital version of 

physical real estate. 
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SETTING THE TONE

We believe that we are in the early stages of what has taken place on Amazon AWS: people using 

Amazon as a ramp to build enterprise businesses on top of AWS, and eventually across multiple 

clouds. In this case, we are referring to building a single product on a single marketplace, then 

expanding to numerous products, followed by selling on multiple marketplaces, potentially 

producing a brand that can sell directly to consumers, and even unlocking value in a Platform-as-

a-Service offering. 

Let's start... Mohawk is quietly becoming a leading consumer products company selling across 

multiple marketplaces. With 11 brands and over 280 product SKU’s, Mohawk is on pace for a 

record 2021 of around $300m in annual sales. 1

Out of the gate, I wanted to distinguish selling through marketplaces versus going direct to 

consumers.

First: What is a Marketplace?

A marketplace is a platform where buyers and sellers come with the intent of finding what they 

want. This can be wide-ranging such as Amazon or vertical-specific such as Airbnb.  In the physical 

world it is the local farmers market where sellers come from near and far and join forces to entice 

foot traffic. The more sellers there are, the more consumers join; and the more consumers 

join, the more sellers want to participate. This is the same approach in the digital world. One of 

the keys to success in a marketplace is product positioning. Are you more likely to generate sales 

at the front of a farmer's market or in the back? The answer is obvious.

In a direct-to-consumer environment, it is all about driving traffic directly to your product or 

brand. This means using traditional or non-traditional marketing methods to drive conversion. We 

think social commerce will be a big deal over the next decade, but that is for another discussion. 

Now, why would anyone want to go direct-to-consumer? The short answer: creating a brand 

experience along with data collection. Companies want to drive repeatability by building brand 

loyalty, and re-engage customers using user behavior data. Now, selling directly to consumers 

sounds great until you realize it is not easy and not cheap to drive traffic to your site. This is why a 

marketplace at scale can be attractive; it serves as a top of funnel marketing tool for your product. 

General rules suggest that if you are selling a commodity-like product, then the marketplace is 

your avenue. However, if the product is something more differentiated, go direct-to-consumer. 

Mohawk’s strategy is straightforward: find categories within a marketplace with no clear leader, 

tweak the product based on negative historical reviews, and automate marketing and logistics to 

become the leading seller within their respective categories.

Source: 1) Mohawk Investor Relations, Avory
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WHAT THEY WANT TO DO

Mohawk’s goal is to find annuity-like categories/products that require limited annual refining. For 

example, a mini-fridge between now and a couple of years from now will likely need minimal 

version changes. 

WHAT THEY DO NOT WANT TO DO

Mohawk wants to stay clear of short-term trending categories or products that expose them to 

product listing displacement. For example, portable headphones like AirPods change every 6 

months. That is not what they want. 

SO HOW ARE THEY DOING THIS?

The answer is AI Mohawk eCommerce Engine, or "AIMEE". This internal software solution 

unifies idea generation, inventory, automated marketing, warehousing, and logistics. Most single 

sellers use point solutions for all these essential business functions with little interoperability. For 

example, can you successfully automate marketing and pricing if your marketing engine does not 

know how much inventory is in stock. It seems unmanageable at scale and therefore limits product 

expansion. This is why API's were prioritized by companies like Salesforce with their acquisition of 

MuleSoft to aggregate data.

AIMEE sounds cool but how good is it? We have always been skeptics of the term AI, as the hype 

far exceeds today’s real-world applications. Therefore, we view AIMEE as more of a unified 

platform than some magic bullet. We had a due diligence conversation with co-founder and CEO 

Yaniv Sarig, and I think two quotes best define what Mohawk is trying to achieve with its platform:

"We build technology to turn every one of our employees into a superhero.“

"If you have to do it twice, automate it.“

The success of AIMEE is as good as the employees making decisions from its outputs. This is 

similar to how an investor’s DCF is just as good as the assumption they put in. Using intuition and 

data, we believe that AIMEE is doing a great job and is one of the market's only unified solutions 

today. The key inputs to that conclusion are as follows. The company has shown an ability to grow 

its product portfolio with an ~80% success rate1.  They have done this prudently with increased 

contribution margins. Additionally, the company has nearly reached $175m in organic sales on 

virtually a single platform with zero brand identity. Finally, they have done this while keeping a 

static employee count, which illustrates the platform's efficiency. Whether that is AIMEE or the 

humans, one thing is clear: it is working. 

Source: 1) Mohawk Investor Relations, Avory
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VISUAL OF AIMEE’S CORE COMPETENCIES

Mohawk Group is obsessed with meeting and predicting customer needs. They believe 

that investments in technology, specifically AIMEE, allows them to automate and optimize 

the performance of their products. 

AIMEE’S CORE ABILTIES

Aggregate Market Data

Agile Quality Control & Manufacturing

Optimize Logistics

Automate MarketingData Driven Product Specs

Customer Service

Customer Satisfaction

AIMEE SHORTENS GO TO MARKET1

Source: 1) Mohawk Investor Relations, Avory
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MOHAWK AT THE PRODUCT LEVEL

Mohawk has 280+ SKUs and 11 brands. The products are sold on Amazon mostly, however 

they are expanding beyond Amazon and even trialing with direct-to-consumer channels. 1

Source: 1) Mohawk Investor Relations, Avory
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MOHAWK RECENT EXAMPLE

Mohawk’s hOmeLabs brand launched a range hood on August 31st, 2020.  Today, this is 

already considered a best seller on Amazon. When we typed “range hood” in Amazon we 

noticed the product listed as the #3 product and within Amazon’s “Best Seller” category.1

Source: 1) Amazon, Avory
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MOHAWK LONGEVITY EXAMPLE

Mohawk’s hOmeLabs brand launched a dehumidifier on July 10th, 2017. This product is the 

#1 full dehumidifier on Amazon. If you type “dehumidifier” you will find this as a top pick. 

Their other brand Vremi is also a top pick.1

Source: 1) Amazon, Avory
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SO WHY IS THIS TAKING PLACE NOW? 

One fascinating way to think of Mohawk is through the lens of its competitors. This is because 

their competitors are both software platforms, like Jungle Scout that empower sellers, as well as 

other consumer packaged goods (CPG) companies like Frigidaire. While everyone else is using the 

same tools, Mohawk is using a homegrown tool. Therefore, if the tool does work, that is a natural 

barrier for the time being. Consider how Salesforce used their own tool Salesforce to outsell their 

competition.

Now this gets more interesting. 

Jungle Scout and Helium 10 are 

considered best-in-breed product 

discovery tools for selling on Amazon1. 

However, these products are only 4-6 

years old. So, this means point solutions 

are just starting to mature, allowing 

second-order platforms such as AIMEE 

to begin thinking about unified tools. 

Mohawk is built from the ground up and 

is really powering them today in three 

ways.

First is product discovery and creation. The second is automation capabilities, which bring inherent 

efficiency to the business.  Finally, and this is relevant today, AIMEE allows Mohawk to discover 

acquisition targets based on category killers. On the last point, management knows they can't 

compete within all categories, and instead, they can acquire these category-leading products at an 

enterprise accretive 2-4x EBITDA today.

This is a unique moment for Mohawk as it can move faster than traditional sellers such as Whirlpool 

and P&G and has the resources to move smarter than single-product marketplace sellers. Other firms 

such as Thrasio are waking up to the fact that Amazon is a platform to build enterprise-like 

businesses on, similar to the maturation cycle of Amazon AWS. According to Marketplace Pulse, 

Amazon marketplace sold an estimated $295B worth of products in 2020, up by nearly $95B in 2019. 

This is expected to top almost $500B in the next five years. Also, Walmart is prioritizing its 

marketplace with an estimated 100% growth in 2020. Therefore, the opportunity set for a company 

like Mohawk is considerable.

Combine this with an efficient business model built on top of a unified software solution that allows 

the company to benefit from top-line growth as fixed costs get scaled. A good analogy here is the 

development cycle of Netflix with contribution margin being the main KPI to track. 

Source: 1) G2 Crowd. See disclosures. 
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GROWTH PROFILE

Mohawk fits the formula we like to look for in a perpetual growth story. This is a company 

participating in a growing market, growing share within that market, and sustainable margin 

expansion on the horizon.

Market Expansion

So, let's look at the market growth profile at a very high level. Amazon alone is roughly $300B in 

2020, with $95B of that growth occurring in 20201. Over the next five years, we believe this will 

approach $500B. That alone is a massive market to tap into. Add marketplace initiatives at 

Walmart, Wayfair, Target, BestBuy, Wish, and others, and you can get to sizes that approach $1T in 

marketplace GMV. However, let us merely consider Amazon at the moment, which we assume will 

generate $500B in 5 years. This equates to 67% market growth in the near to medium term.

Market Share Expansion

We can go ahead and provide assumptions around market share capture; however, we want to 

offer context to how large the opportunity may be. Each percentage point in capture would 

equate to $5B in sales on Amazon alone. This isn't out of the realm of possibilities as we saw with 

Anker, which was born on Amazon, and generated $954m in revenue in 2019, of which nearly 71% 

comes from Amazon sales. This was all under one single brand. There’s multiple ways for market 

share expansion which will be a catalyst over the coming years. The three main driving factors are:

1. Organic Growth: Mohawk is targeting growth in several ways. Organic and brand growth is 

what has gotten them here so far. They have plans of 8-12 product launches each month. 

They have targets of $1-1.5m in annual sales for products, with a contribution margin target 

north of 10-15% now2. Assuming they hit the low end of these targets (8 product launches at 

$1 million and an 80% success rate), you add $76.8M in organic revenue. 

2. Acquisition: The next area of growth is through acquiring leading products. At the moment 

they are buying sellers for 2-4x EBITDA. This is highly accretive and makes a ton of sense.

Source: 1) Marketplace Pulse 2) YouTube Avory Channel: Due Diligence with CEO, See 

disclosures
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3. International: Mohawk is still mostly a domestic story. One key tailwind is that Amazon now 

enables sellers to launch products internationally using their existing product page. This is a 

big deal as they can roll over their reviews and ratings into a new country and quickly gain 

traction, leveraging their advantage. Although there are logistics involved, we will discuss 

these later. 

Additional Growth Drivers

4. Platform-as-a-Service, or PaaS (Optionality): We often discuss the concept of the 

optionality of a platform. This should never be a base case, but rather upside to a base case. 

Mohawk has the potential to use their platform and offer it as a service to large CPG 

companies or to sellers of all sizes. Today, sellers choose to use Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA), 

which in many circumstances works perfectly. However, if COVID taught anyone a lesson, you 

have concentration risk when you rely on a single point of warehousing and logistics. Along 

with using FBA, Mohawk uses Flexport and Flexe1 which are best-in-breed 3rd party logistics 

and warehousing solutions, in addition to UPS as a delivery solution. During COVID this was a 

boost to the company as they could fulfill orders while many Amazon sellers were stuck as 

Amazon was only shipping “essential items”.

• Why Could PaaS Work? We believe that the future of marketplace selling will only 

become more complex as it expands across marketplaces, across geographies, across 

fulfillment options (FBA, UPS, Shopify, Wayfair WDN, Flexe, etc.). This means that a 

single platform to remove complexity will be critical to the success of sellers. 

• Mohawk PaaS? Mohawk, given its size, could leverage its volume with warehousing 

and delivery to over bulk discounts. They have already mentioned this on prior calls 

regarding their own volume and we could envision this being a point of 

differentiation. Mohawk could provide an end-to-end software solution for product 

discovery to support functionality, along with an on ramp to multi-party warehousing 

and logistics. On the next page, we highlight the flywheel that COULD happen. 

• How Big Can it Be? Given this optionality, it’s interesting to think through the 

question of how valuable the opportunity is. Although difficult to arrive at any precise 

number, we can begin to think about metrics such as potential users, and potential 

revenue per user. Point solutions like Jungle Scout generate ~$300-400 in average 

revenue per user2, while Amazon’s marketplace supports over 3 million sellers 

worldwide.

Source: 1) From 10-K. Avory & Company, 2) https://getlatka.com/companies/junglescout  

See disclosures
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POTENTIAL PAAS FLYWHEEL

By offering AIMEE and the stack as a service, Mohawk could (1) remove 

complexities for sellers, (2) create a flywheel to drive more volume to 

marketplaces, which benefits marketplaces, and (3) create leverage on 3rd parties. 

1. Sellers win

2. Manufactures and logistics providers win as they have a larger client with risk 

spread across many sellers

3. Marketplaces win as in theory sellers become stronger and marketplace is 

only as good as its seller quality.

In some ways we believe that this space could resemble what Snowflake and other multi 

cloud vendors are doing in cloud, creating a platform on top of platforms.  A software and 

logistics solution has the potential to breakup marketplace silos and allow sellers to be 

agnostic to a single marketplace. Amazon is AWS, Walmart is early days Azure and so on…

Source: Avory & Company, See disclosures
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Additional Growth Drivers (Cont.)

5. Brandless to Brand, i.e., Direct-to-Consumer (Optionality): More optionality 

comes from creating a product that turns into brand. We believe the chances are 

actually high given the number of products and brands that the company is targeting. 

We are already seeing Shopify pages for most of Mohawk’s brands today, and 

Instagram Shop for the hOmeLabs brand. 

6. Traditional Brick and Mortar: We won’t go in-depth here, but an interesting 

question to consider is: why couldn’t they sell products at Walmart or at Best Buy? It 

seems possible as these retailers look to turn their stores into broader fulfillment 

channels.

Source: Avory & Company, See disclosures
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RISKS

There's obviously inherent risks in Mohawk that we wanted to briefly address.

Amazon Basics Threat

Since day one of our due diligence on Mohawk, which started at the IPO several years ago, we 

always believed Amazon was a threat. However, we have concluded that Amazon is more of a 

beneficiary of Mohawk's success, and is not that incentivized to harm the business. Amazon is a 

thriving marketplace due to the number of goods on the platform and how product options are 

presented to consumers. Consumers vote with their wallet and their ratings, which drive the best 

products to the top. With the introduction of Amazon ads, companies can grow their presence. 

However, products will only thrive if considered valuable. At a high level, we do believe that 

Amazon and its consumers are aligned.

Now, some people properly question whether Amazon will encroach with Amazon Basics. The 

answer is both yes and no. As the CEO of Mohawk has alluded1, Amazon cannot be the best in 

every subcategory – in addition, Amazon would prefer sellers put their own capital at risk. Amazon 

has historically focused on high volume categories such as batteries but has moved into other 

markets in the last several years. Yet, we have seen little impact as a whole. As of December of 

2020, the amount of Amazon Basics products in the top 10 of their categories fell to near February 

2018 levels. This figure peaked in July of 2019 and has trended lower ever since to 346 products. 

We can conclude that as of now, Amazon itself is not a massive product threat, however we do 

track this. 

Source: Chart via Marketplace Pulse, 1) YouTube Avory Channel: Due Diligence with CEO
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RISKS CONTINUED…

Amazon Data Threat

The next risk is data accumulated on Amazon. Today Amazon gladly provides sellers access to 

marketplace data. This willingness goes back to Amazon’s mission of providing choice and quality. 

While we could envision a time where they change how data is accessed, we think that they are 

incentivized to provide more data, not less. 

Also, there is this misconception that Mohawk is only using Amazon data, therefore subject to the 

risk of Amazon turning off data at any time. Management has expressed that they use multiple 

data sources to spot trends, which also differs from their software-only competitors. At the end of 

the day, given Amazon’s size, the marketplace is correlated to real world activity. Here is an 

example:

Here at Avory & Co., during the summer of 2020, we noticed a spike in Air Purifier search trends 

within Google. 

Continued on next page…

Source: Google Search Trends, Avory.
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We zeroed in on where the trends were coming from. It was clearly coming from the West 

Coast. 

Turning to other data, we noticed that this was clearly a response to fires in California. 

Source: Google Search Trends, Avory.
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We then went a step further, which was to review product sales estimates for one of Mohawk’s 

brands in Vremi Purifiers. This product saw a massive spike at the same time. It turns out the real-

world events were sending relevant data to data sources far outside of Amazon. This is an example 

that while Amazon’s data is important, that given their size, data can be aggregated in other ways 

as well. Ultimately, a company would need to unified platform to really correlate it.  

Source: Jungle Scout, Avory. See disclosures
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RISKS (CONTINUED)

Amazon Logistics Risk

This is an easy one to dispel. Mohawk uses Fulfillment by Amazon along with their own proprietary 

network, which we discussed earlier.

Product Concentration Risk

This was arguably the most important risk in our eyes. We assume that 20% of products make 

up 80% of revenues. However, through product launches and acquisitions, we believe that this risk 

is quickly being mitigated. Reviewing product acquisitions implies that nearly 50% of products 

now make up roughly the same in revenues. New acquisitions or successful launches further 

remove any risk here. We have preferred product acquisitions despite the minimal dilution, as it 

takes the much larger risk of product concentration off the table.

Acquisition Multiples Expand

This is somewhat of an entertaining concern. We have heard concerns around what will happen 

when multiples for acquisitions expand beyond 2-4x EBITDA. At first glance, this would imply the 

value of Mohawk's previously acquired assets should re-rate well beyond the purchase price. 

Sellers with 1 to 2 products are being purchased at the lower end of this range while multi-

product companies at the high end. Therefore, what does that imply for a company with hundreds 

and hopefully thousands of SKUs?

Also there has been about $1 billion in funding for companies focused on acquiring Amazon 

sellers. As we mentioned earlier, the total market has a GMV of around $300B, of which the 

average sales multiple is around 0.75x to 1.5x. This implies that the amount of funding today could 

only acquire around .33% of the entire marketplace. This concept also illustrates the 

opportunity here. There still is NOT enough money chasing this market. It is literally wide 

open and the price to enter remains cheap.

Source:, Avory. See disclosures 
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MOAT = DIGITAL REAL ESTATE

When we say digital real estate, we are referring to product placement on marketplace search 

results. The company sells products on Amazon and Walmart, using data to drive product 

development, automate marketing, and manage product life cycles. Each successful product 

launch drives valuable insights to the company, and provides cash flow, which drives additional 

product launches, which produces an annuity-like model.

Mohawk is developing incremental moats as each product and its positioning (digital real estate) 

is independent of each other. Investors should take comfort in this fragmented moat structure as 

it insulates one product from the other. It’s like a physical real estate conglomerate owning Miami 

beachfront property, along with New York commercial real estate. While both are real estate, their 

positioning in the broader real estate market varies greatly. COVID was a solid example.

With continued success and capital, the smaller product moats can drive a more extensive moat 

built around corporate scale, as per our manufacturing leverage model. These numbers have 

changed, however, prior to the most recent acquisition Mohawk had 90 products in the top 5 of 

search results on Amazon. Each product sustains its placement through organic ratings, reviews, 

rankings, and paid ads. Mohawks products have an average rating of 4.4 of 5 stars. Products in the 

sustain phase power cash flow, which ignites a flywheel for new product launches. Assuming 

historical success rates, this then powers lower costs per unit on a relatively consistent fixed cost 

base. 

If one product has a specific 

product issue and loses its 

leading category position, the 

others are not likely impacted. 

Loses position due to 
recall or out of stock Spike in demand 

due to fires

Source:, Avory. See disclosures 
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OTHER TIDBIT

Another unique part of this story that is never discussed is that Mohawk has a smaller market 

cap. At around $400m in market cap, this limits who can invest in it. As it continues to grow 

durable sales, and assuming 1-5x sales multiple, this will likely lead to new cohorts of potential 

investors. We suspect $300m –$500min sales is the tipping point for $1B funds to access it with 

starter positions. Therefore, there is a capital markets flywheel that could occur should the 

company successfully add new revenue organically or through acquisition, which in theory drives 

market cap expansion, which then leads to new cohorts of accessible investor groups. 

Source:, Avory. See disclosures 
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CONCLUSION

Through this research memo, we wanted to further introduce you to Mohawk. While there are 

more areas to cover, we believe that this, combined with our due diligence video with the co-

founder and CEO, provides context around the opportunity. 

We believe these are the early days of commercializing marketplaces at scale. With only $1 

billion in funding, and anywhere from $500 billion to $1 trillion of GMV flowing through these 

platforms over the next decade, there will be many winners – the story is just getting started.

Source:, Avory. See disclosures 
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This presentation is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a complete description of our

investment services. No information contained on this presentation constitutes tax, legal, insurance or investment

advice. This presentation should not be considered a solicitation, offer or recommendation for the purchase or sale

of any securities or other financial products and services discussed herein. Viewers of this presentation will not be

considered clients of Avory & Company, LLC just by virtue of access to this presentation. Avory & Company, LLC

only conducts business in jurisdictions where licensed, registered, or where an applicable registration exemption or

exclusion exists. Information contained herein is not intended for persons in any jurisdiction where such

distribution or use would be contrary to the laws or regulations of that jurisdiction, or which would subject Avory &

Company, LLC to any unintended registration requirements. Visitors to this presentation should not construe any

discussion or information contained herein as personalized advice from Avory & Company, LLC. Visitors should

discuss the personal applicability of the specific products, services, strategies, or issues posted herein with a

professional advisor of his or her choosing. Information throughout this presentation, whether stock quotes, charts,

articles, or any other statement or statements regarding capital markets or other financial information, is obtained

from sources which we, and our suppliers believe reliable, but we do not warrant or guarantee the timeliness or

accuracy of this information. Neither our information providers nor we shall be liable for any errors or inaccuracies,

regardless of cause, or the lack of timeliness of, or for any delay or interruption in, the transmission thereof to the

user. With respect to information regarding financial performance, nothing on this presentation should be

interpreted as a statement or implication that past results are an indication of future performance.

Past performance is not indicative of future results. Monthly performance information presented is gross of any

management fee. The aggregate total performance at the top of the previous page is net of the highest

management fee charged (1.5%). Reinvestment of income and dividends is included in the performance numbers.

Results were derived from the performance of a singular account utilizing this strategy for the time period

indicated. The strategy is a concentrated portfolio of a select group of equities and does not represent a diversified

portfolio. The strategy also includes various security types such as ETF’s, options, and others. The strategy

presented may or may not be the actual allocation determined to be appropriate for any individual client, and a

client may or may not follow the strategies. Clients with the allocations shown may have different results based on

capital flows, timing of rebalancing decisions, fees charged or other factors. This information should not be

considered as a demonstration of future actual performance using client assets and should not be interpreted as

such. These materials should not be considered an offer, solicitation of an offer, or advice to buy or sell securities.

Index is the S&P 500, which also uses the highest management fee against it as a comparison.


